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Step 1 - What’s Included:
2 - Aluminum hanging rails with center slot - A
2 - Ceiling mount kits with cable - B
6 - Ceiling screws - C 
6 - Drywall inserts - D

Step 2 - Mounting Instructions

1. Unpack the hanging kit and ensure all of the above hardware is included.  If you are missing a component, please contact
Current-USA directly at info@current-usa.com 
2. Unpack Dual Orbit Marine Pro LED strips and remove the wire docking mounts.  To remove, hold the light fixture firmly and pull the 
wire docking mount out of fixture firmly.  Removing the docking mounts will take some effort, but the docking mounts are
removable.
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Orbit Marine PRO Dual LED 
Adjustable Hanging Kit Instructions #4191

Pull Firmly

8 - Fixture attachment screws - E
4 - Hanging kit screw nuts - F

3. For enhanced stability, we recommend mounting the aluminum rails 2” from each end panel of the fixture.  
    Please use the diagram and information below as a reference.
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Center-to-center:
24” Dual Kit A = 19” B = 9.5“ 
48” Dual Kit A = 43” B = 21.5“
72” Dual Kit A = 67” B = 33.5” 
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4. Loosen fixture hanging brackets (pre-installed) by loosening screw in track.  Slide hanging bracket attachment point to 

the desired mounting position and re-tighten screw.  Set aluminum rail over hanging brackets and attach rail to fixtures 

using Fixture Attachment Screws E.  Note: there should be 4 screws for EACH fixture (2 screws at each end). 

7. Using ceiling mount, mark three mounting holes for each mount and drill small holes at each location.  If screwing 

directly into wood, attach ceiling mounts to wood using ceiling screws (C).  If installing into drywall, insert drywall inserts 

(D) and mount ceiling mounts using ceiling screws (C).  See diagrams below.

Ceiling

Wood Beam Drywall

Tip: when drilling the attachment 

holes, ensure to drill one hole in the 

center of all 3. This hole can be used 

later for excess cable when adjusting 

the height of the light fixture.

Ceiling

Depress and push 
cable to adjust height
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Adjust bracket
screws

Attach aluminum rail
using Attachment 
Screws (E)

5. Using the stud finder, locate a wooden beam or stud on the ceiling to mount the hanging kit. We highly recommend 

mounting the light to a wood beam versus drywall. If attaching to a wood beam, only the mounting screws are required. If 

mounting to drywall, the drywall anchors must be used. 

6. Mark with pencil ceiling attachment points.  Measure the center of the tank both lengthwise and width wise from back 

wall.  Mark center point on ceiling using pencil and use B measurements from Page 1 to determine center points of ceiling 

mounts (B).
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8. Adjust cable height by pressing the cable insert at the ceiling mount, and pushing cable into the ceiling.

9. Attach aluminum rail to ceiling mount cable by inserting cable insert mounting screw (E) thru end holes in aluminum rails

and tighten nut (refer to diagram below.)

10. Assemble Orbit Marine Pro LED light per the instructions provided.  Adjust height by pressing the cable insert at the 

ceiling point and pushing/pulling cable.  To balance the light, slightly unscrew the adjusting screw located at the center of 

the cable junction and cable will slide freeling from left to right.  Adjust to balance and tighten screw.

Warning: This hanging kit is designed for Current-USA LED strips only and is 
NOT designed for other light fixtures.

Remove to adjust 
horizontal balance

cable down to adjust
height
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Attach kit to rail

Attach hanging kit to 
      aluminum rail


